Real-time, rule-based guidance systems for autonomous vehicles on limited-access highways are investigated. The goal of these systems is to plan trajectories that are safe while satisfying the driver's requests based on stochastic information about the vehicle state and the surrounding traffic, A rulebased system is used for high-level planning. Given a stochastic model of the traffic situation driven by current measurements, the probable evolution of traffic and the best trajectory to follow are predicted. Simulation results assess the impact of uncertain knowledge of traffic on the performance of the guidance system, showing that uncertainty can and must be taken into account.
Introduction
Intelligent Vehicle/Highway Systems (IVHS) have been proposed to help reduce the nation's highway congestion problem and to increase the safety of our vehicles [1, 2] . Many discussions have taken place about the use of the term "Intelligent" for such systems; the meaning of intelligence here is simply that IVHS systems perform tasks that were previously performed by humans, making use of advanced technologies such as image processing, automatic control, or artificial intelligence.
Depending on where the "intelligence" is placed, a given IVHS system belongs to one of three categories: Intelligent Vehicle, Intelligent Highway, or Intelligent Vehicle and Highway. Functions of the first category include vehicle platooning, obstacle avoidance, and autonomous vehicle guidance [3-81. Examples of Intelligent Highway functions include automated toll booths, adaptive traffic signals, and centralized traffic control . Dynamic navigation, where traffic density information is used by the vehicle to select a path, is an example of the third category, requiring an intelligent environment as well as on-board intelligence.
An intelligent guidance system for an autonomous vehicle operating on a limited-access highway is presented here, building on the Intelligent Guidance for Headway and Lane Control (IGHLC) system presented in previous papers . Figure 1 shows how this guidance system is integrated with the remaining systems to perform closed-loop control of the vehicle. The guidance task consists of an analysis of the information received from estimators to plan alternative trajectories for the autonomous vehicle. No communication of intended actions is assumed between vehicles. Radar, magnetometers combined with specially prepared highways, and computer vision have been proposed as sources of guidance information . These technologies provide varying degrees of precision at a variety of costs, but none yields error-free measurements.
A method is proposed for handling uncertain information explicitly. The associated analysis reveals tolerable levels of uncertainty, which are useful information for evaluating competing sensor systems. Probability theory is used to describe uncertainty, providing a solid and rigorous background while being compatible with the intuitive notion of likelihood . Applying standard probabilistic methods to automated highway driving is made difficult by the real-time nature and complexity of the problem. Techniques have been developed to make the use of probability theory for autonomous-vehicle guidance more manageable, and they are applied here [8] . The first section of the paper introduces IGHLC and establishes the need for a method to predict how traffic situations may evolve under uncertainty. The second section presents a probabilistic framework for automated decision making. The third section shows how this framework is applied to IGHLC. The fourth section provides simulation results that illustrate the guidance system's performance in a sample traffic situation with different levels of uncertainty. The final section summarizes the benefits and limitations of the proposed methodology.
Intelligent Guidance for Headway and Lane Control
IGHLC is a rule-based expert system that performs the guidance function for an autonomous vehicle on a limited-access highway. The inputs to the system include the coordinates and velocities of the autonomous ("own") vehicle and surrounding traffic, the road geometry, the current road condition (e.g., ice or snow), and driver-selectable parameters consisting of a target cruising speed and desired levels of safety and aggressiveness. At every iteration of the guidance loop, the task of the expert system is to analyze this information and to determine an appropriate trajectory for the Own Vehicle, resulting in a lateral command (e.g., lane change or continue straight) and a longitudinal command (e.g., accelerate or achieve target velocity). These commands are implemented by controllers for "inner-loop" control of the vehicle (Fig. 1) .
The analysis of the traffic situation is performed by sub-systems, each performing a specific function (Fig. 2) . The task of the Situation Assessment function is to determine whether the situation is safe or unsafe for the Own Vehicle. The safety of the relative position of a vehicle A, and the vehicle An+l in front of it is defined in terms of an individual time ratio [8] and In both safe and unsafe situations, the expert system must identify an adequate acceleration to use and must determine if lane changes are desired. The Trajectory Generation function is used to predict the trajectories of the Own Vehicle and surrounding traffic for a set of discrete levels of acceleration that may be used by the Own Vehicle. Once the candidate trajectories have been obtained, the expert system selects the best one.
In unsafe situations, the Emergency Expert selects the option that maximizes safety. A trajectory leading to an accident is always considered worse than one that avoids collisions. If several options avoid collisions, the trajectory r minimizing the cost function The performance of IGHLC depends largely on the accuracy of the predictions made by the Trajectory Generation function. In our past work, these predictions were limited to the longitudinal motions of the surrounding traffic (no lane changes were predicted for surrounding vehicles), and they did not take into account uncertainty.
The next section presents a method for predicting lateral and longitudinal motions in probabilistically defined traffic situations.
Worst-case Decision Making
Worst-case Decision Making (WCDM) predicts the evolution of a controlled dynamic system's state and its dynamic environment, assuming that the environment may react in several ways to control histories. It selects the worst plausible evolution as a basis for allocating resources.
Consider the control of the discrete-time dynamic system defined by
where xk E If?", uk E IR", and Vk E IRn are the state, control, and disturbance vectors at time index k. This system is surrounded by an environment modelled by
where yk E IRp and q k E IRp are the environment state and disturbance vectors. Exterior agents are assumed to control the environment through the control vectors vk E W i A and1 wk E R'. The former represents a set of S distinct strategies that may be chosen by A agents. The latter represents a set of T additional continuous controls. The state vectors XI, and yk are assumed to be correlated Gaussian random variables prescribed by their mean values and covariance matrices where E[.] is the expectation operator. The disturbance inputs uk and q k are two uncorrelated zeromean white Gaussian random sequences:
The goal of WCDM is to predict how xk and Yk evolve when a given control history uk is used. As in the extended Kalman filter [20] , the mean 12, is propagated by
The covariance PI, is propagated using a linearization of f about the mean value where
The exterior agents must be modeled to propagate yk, Qk, and Rk. The power of WCDM lies in the fact that it allows multiple strategies for the agents to be compared.
Each of the A components of v k can take integer values between 1 and S, modelling A agents, each having the choice between S strategies (which may vary over the agents). WCDM assumes that a model is available to predict which of the S strategies are plausible for ~~~~ = (1, * . . , S} each agent. Depending on whether or not strategy j is judged plausible for agent i at time step IC, the value of the plausibility function X is fl:
Furthermore, WCDM assumes that the selection of the continuous controls W k by the agents can be modelled in a more standard fashion by essentially stating that the continuous controls wk can be predicted in a more precise manner once the strategies vk are known.
In a first step, WCDM determines the set of plausible strategies for the external agents, taking into account the probability distributions of x k and yk. The belief interval function b associates a finite interval of real numbers to the mean m and variance of a random variable according to
where K is a real positive constant, bounding the distribution of the random variable to IC standard deviations on each side of the mean. The ezpected plausibility function i is defined by:
where the proposition P is given by
There exist x* E IR" and y* E IRP such that for all s E IN: and t E IN;
The arguments of x, y, P, and Q designate components of the corresponding vectors and matrices. indicates whether or not values of x* and y* exist close enough to the means 2 k and Yk to make strategy j plausible for agent i.
In a second step, WCDM identifies the strategy for each agent among the set of strategies (judged plausible in the first step) that would be worst for the dynamic system. The hazard presented by strategy j of agent i is assumed to be given by the expected hazard function where
The worst plausible strategy of agent i is then used as the estimate for vk (i):
Having obtained +k, the mean 9, is propagated by 
Application of Worst-case Decision Making to Automotive Guidance
As shown in the first section, the Trajectory Generation Function of the IGHLC expert system must predict how the current traffic situation will evolve under a given control strategy for the Own Vehicle. This section first examines why WCDM is well suited to this problem, then presents the implementation, and finally shows how the predicted evolutions are used by the expert system.
Why Use Worst-case Decision Making?
Consider the traffic situation shown in Fig. 3 lane change with a probability of 0.2. In this case, full braking might be applied to avoid the potential collision, even though this option is four times less likely to occur than the other one.
As seen from this example, events may be considered possible only when their probabilities are higher than a threshold. If several events are judged possible, it might be preferred to plan for the most dangerous one, even if that is not the most probable event. This attitude is adopted by WCDM. The right-lane score The plausibility function is set to one for the options obtaining the highest score. This may occur for several options, reflecting the impossibility of precisely predicting the lateral actions of a human driver. X is set to -1 for the remaining options, eliminating those with insufficient credibility. If all vehicles were operating with IGHLC, a more precise model could be used for lateral predictions.
Expected Hazard Function h -For the IGHLC implementation, it is assumed that the most hazardous lateral action of a surrounding vehicle is to enter (or stay in) the Own Vehicle's lane, as long as that would place it directly in front of or behind the Own Vehicle. In all other cases, the most hazardous action is set to be no lane change as a default.
Model for Continuous Controls p -
The function p (Eq. 22) must predict the accelerations of the surrounding vehicles in terms of the traffic situation and the estimated lateral actions (Eq. 27). Given the velocities V A of a Vehicle A and V B of the Vehicle B that would be ahead of it after execution of A's estimated lateral action, the separation 6 between A and B, and A's predicted desired velocity a, p predicts A's acceleration ii as follows:
0 If Vehicle B exists, the maximum allowed acceleration for minimum safety margins is computed:
E1 limits the maximum allowed acceleration in terms of the distance S between the vehicles (40) where a and d are the assumed maximum obtainable levels of acceleration and deceleration, and SF is A's presumed security factor (varying between 0 and 1). (Fig. 4) . If no unsafe situations or obstacles are detected, the search has concluded. If obstacles are encountered, the Normal Expert uses WCDM to obtain an appropriate longitudinal command for a left-lane change to pass them (assuming there is a lane to the left of the Own Vehicle). If an unsafe situation is detected, the Normal Expert transfers control to the Emergency Expert to maximize safety. Left-lane change trajectories are analyzed similarly for safety (Fig. 4) .
E2

Emergency Expert -The task of the Emergency
Expert is to find the safest option for the Own Vehicle. WCDM predicts trajectories for the Own Vehicle and surrounding vehicles, assuming different accelerations of the Own Vehicle. The Emergency Expert selects the acceleration and Iateral command that yield the safest predicted trajectory for the Own Vehicle. Trajectories are compared on the basis of the most critical instant along them. The safety at a given instant t k along a trajectory is first related to the probability of a collision for the Own Vehicle
where t f is the last predicted instant for the trajectory. The special case t k = t f in Eq. 48 is used to account for trajectories that have been predicted up to points just prior to dangerous situations, taking into account the global braking ratio of the Own Vehicle at the final positions.
If several trajectories have most critical points with negligible collision probabilities, the Emergency Expert selects the option corresponding to the trajectory that minimizes the cost function
where J t and bG f are the deterministic global time ratio cost and global braking ratio of the Own Vehicle, defined in the first section of the paper. A detailed description of how the expected values and probabilities involved in Eqs. 48 and 49 are computed can be found in [8] .
The IGHLC expert system has been implemented in Common LISP on a NeXT computer, with numerical WCDM procedures written in C. This section provides a step-by-step description of the analysis performed by the guidance system when presented with a sample traffic situation. Both lowuncertainty and high-uncertainty scenarios are considered, showing the corresponding effect on the action chosen by the guidance system for the Own Vehicle. Figure 5 shows a top view of the sample traffic situation where the Own Vehicle (dark gray) is surrounded by three vehicles (white). The parameters corresponding to this situation are given in Table 2 and include z (expected value of longitudinal coordinate of vehicle center), 'u (expected value of velocity), a (maximum obtainable acceleration), d (maximum obtainable deceleration), U F (aggressiveness factor), SF (security factor), t d (desired separation time), Q (desired velocity), and l (length of vehicle).
For the low-uncertainty scenario, the standard deviations are chosen according to Table 3 , oz corresponding to the standard deviation in the longitudinal coordinate and (I, to the standard deviation in the velocity. Since a lane exists to the right of the Own Vehicle, the guidance system starts by examining right lane changes (Fig.  4) . The relative position of Vehicles B and C is known to be safe (Table 4) , and Vehicle C is predicted to remain in lane. Vehicle B is similarly predicted to remain in its lane: a left-lane change would engender an emergency or a collision with the Own Vehicle ( Table 4) . The same applies for Vehicle A (replacing left-lane change by right-lane change). When WCDM is used to predict the impact of a constant velocity trajectory for the Own Vehicle, Vehicle B is predicted to change to the left at 4 sec (Fig. sa) and a right-lane change is predicted for Vehicle A at 8.4 sec (Fig. 6b) . Since no safety problems or obstacles are encountered, it is con- cluded that the best option for the Own Vehicle is to accelerate to the desired speed and to perform a right-lane change as soon as a safe distance ahead of Vehicle C is reached.
The rest of this section shows how this decision would be altered by a large uncertainty in Vehicle C's velocity.
The high-uncertainty scenario is identical to the low-uncertainty one, except that the standard deviation in Vehicle C's velocity is increased to 4.6 m/s. When examining right-lane changes for the Own Vehicle, the expert system still predicts Vehicle B will remain in its lane (the minimum cost for a leftlane change is more than ten percent higher than the maximum cost for staying in lane) (Table 5 ).
However, Vehicle C is immediately predicted to change lane to the left (Fig. 9a) because the leftlane change can yield a safer situation than remaining in lane (Table 5 ).
Vehicle C is now in the middle lane, causing a possibly dangerous situation for the Own Vehicle. The right-lane-change procedure is aborted and the guidance system begins to maximize safety (Fig. 4) . The guidance system's new task is to find the acceleration (or deceleration) that yields the safest leftlane change, right-lane change, or straight trajectory. Figure 7 shows plots of the collision probabil- Table 3 Standard Deviations in Low-Uncertainty Scenario I Vehicle I A F B T l To determine the safest lateral command for the Own Vehicle, plots are generated for the evolution of the safety for the three options when maximum deceleration is used (Fig. 8) . The bottom plot shows the evolution of the safety of the worst instant of the trajectory in the middle lane. This safety initially decreases as the Own Vehicle approaches Vehicle C, then stabilizes at a collision probabil-
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-0-Collision Probability Vehicle and Vehicle C increases and the worst instant has been obtained. The shortest distance between the Own Vehicle and Vehicle C is obtained at 2.6 sec, and its value is 30.9 m (Fig. 9b) . Leftlane changes are initially extremely unsafe (collision probability = 1) and gradually become better as Vehicle A moves away (Fig. 8, top plot) .
Left-lane changes are not computed after 2.8 sec since left-lane-change trajectories after that time would include the non-zero collision probability of the straight trajectory. The safest left-lane change takes place at 2.6 sec. Right-lane changes evolve in a similar way, gradually becoming better as the Own Vehicle passes Vehicle B. The best right-lane change also takes place at 2.6 sec, but its expected 
Conclusions
This paper has presented Worst-case Decision Making, a method that enables the evolution of a dynamic system in an uncertain environment to be predicted. Probability theory is used to model uncertainties, providing a rigorous and intuitive background. The method has been applied to a previously developed deterministic expert system for automated highway driving. The resulting system has been simulated on sample traffic situations in-a) t = 0.2 sec b) t = 2.6 sec volving various degrees of uncertainties. The simulations show that uncertainty can be a major issue when determining an appropriate guidance command. WCDM proves to be an effective tool to correctly analyze the traffic situations and avoid danger. Further simulations will enable the assessment of the performance of the proposed guidance system when applied to multiple vehicles. In particular, these simulations will establish tolerable levels of uncertainty, thus simplifying the choice of an adequate sensor technology. 
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